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Everyone told her it couldn't be done...especially by a woman.Â Â But in 1988, fifty-year-old Helen

Thayer, accompanied only by her black husky Charlie, became the first woman ever to ski solo to

the North Pole.Â Â After overcoming her first obstacle--the unrelenting discouragement she

received before setting out--she and Charlie braved brutal temperatures, violent storms, treacherous

ice floes, marauding polar bears, and eventually, near starvation. Not only a remarkable adventure

story, Polar Dream is also a testament to the intense bond of love and trust that develop between an

adventurer and her dog.Â Â Whoever said the North Pole was no place for a woman, especially one

without a whole team of sled dogs, didn't know Helen and Charlie.
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In March 1988, Thayer, a 50-year-old New Zealander, set out from Resolute, NW Territories, to ski

to the North Magnetic Pole, located just south of King Christian Island; she pulled her supplies (160

lbs.) on a sled. Three days before departure, a hunter gave her a black husky, Charlie, as protection

against polar bears. The animal proved to be an ideal companion, saving her life and her sanity. It

was a grueling journey: woman and dog fought off polar bears, barely escaped drowning, survived

storms. Near the end, a gale blew away most of Thayer's food supplies; her daily ration during the

final week was a handful of walnuts and a pint of water. After 364 miles, 27 days, Thayer and

Charlie were picked up by plane on Melena Island--mission accomplished. This is an exciting story

of human endurance and of a remarkable animal. Photos. First serial to Cosmopolitan; author tour

(with dog). Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or



unavailable edition of this title.

In 1988, 50-year-old Thayer became the first woman to ski alone to the North Pole. In this account,

she tells of pulling all her food and gear on a sled, without the use food drops. She is accompanied

only by her dog, Charlie, who provides protection against polar bears. Charlie not only saves her life

but shows trusting companionship and heartwarming love. Thayer describes lyrically yet

unromantically the dreamlike quality of the Arctic landscape, with its fluctuating ice conditions and

eerie, depth perception-skewing atmosphere. Recounting terrifying encounters with polar bears and

ferocious icy storms, she tells a gripping tale of courage and determination. She faces severe

frostbite, winds, dehydration, frozen clothing, loneliness, and shifting ice with gentle humor,

remarkable patience, and welcome modesty. Readers will be enthralled and inspired.

Recommended for public libraries.- Kathy Ruffle, Coll. of New Caledonia Lib., Prince George,

B.C.Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

I'm a lifelong fan of adventurers and their true tales. Also, a fan of dogs. Here we have the best of

both worlds.Then there is the immediate fact that this is a most rare tale of a woman adventurer.

That makes Helen Thayer a special pioneer for half the planet's population. If you are looking for a

female role model, here is a great one. That said, Polar Dream adds to the polar exploration canon.

Not many ever attempt a polar expedition. Of that tiny group, how many go solo? One, for

sure.Polar Dream was just the first of her three published books. After being the first woman to

reach any of the world's poles solo, Helen Thayer then trekked across both the Sahara and Gobi

deserts, and kayaked 2,200 miles of  River. These and other exploits led to Helen Thayer being

named "One of the Great Explorers of the 20th Century" by National Geographic in 2002. Her web

site gives some hightlights. Historylink.org tells more. You may find her on YouTube, too.The writing

is full-immersion. From crazy concept to final days, right through the darkest hours (even while the

midnight sun shines), you get the whole story. You are there. Except, perhaps, with no threat of

frostbite or polar bears.In addition, it's on my list of best dog stories. Trust and loyalty are precious.

They are rare. They are here.Let's also note some of the global elements in Polar Dream--a New

Zealander heads north from Resolute, NW Territories, Canada in 1988. The book was published in

1992. Global warming was still mostly unknown. The landscape for the same adventure today would

be dramatically different.I first read this book thirteen years ago. I have recommended it repeatedly

since then. At the very least it should be on the shelf in every high school, public or private. Middle



schools, too. Once it hits the shelves it will be checked out often.Having been vocal about Polar

Dream for so long, I'm happy to post this 5-star review. I hope you find it helpful.Helen Thayer's

other books:Three Among the Wolves: A Couple and their Dog Live a Year with Wolves in the

WildÂ (2004)Walking the Gobi: A 1600 Mile Trek Across a Desert of Hope and

DespairÂ (2007)Books about Helen Thayer:Helen Thayer's Arctic Adventure: A Woman and a Dog

Walk to the North Pole (Encounter: Narrative Nonfiction Picture Books)Women Explorers in Polar

Regions: Louise Arner Boyd, Agnes Deans Cameron, Kate Marsden, Ida Pfeiffer, Helen Thayer

(Short Biographies)

I always love reading Helen Thayer's books; reading of the adventures and challenges she takes on

and the way she views the animals and her great respect for the places she travels in. I didn't enjoy

this book quite as much as "Three Among Te Wolves", only because for obvious reasons she

couldn't get so close to the polar bears as she did to the wolves, so we missed out on her close up

observations of the wild animals she met on her journey.However this book did give the reader a

wonderful insight into how she managed her emotions such as the fear experienced walking

through polar bear country. It was inspirational to read about her way of accepting the conditions

she couldn't change and changing her mindset in order to become positively motivated and

therefore ensure her survival. One could certainly remember this when struggling with any sort of

hardship in life.Charlie, her dog, was a star, of course. Helen has a great knack of placing the ones

she travels with ahead of herself in her tales.If you are an animal lover and love reading about true

adventures and grueling challenges of the body and spirit this is the book for you.

This book is INCREDIBLE! I don't general get much reading time. Everything in my life stopped! I

COULD NOT put this book down! Such an amazing journey! The way it is written, you feel as

though you are with her. Her writing style pulls you in. You can really feel the emotions of her and

her fireless dog and companion Charlie. A MUST read!

I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book. Helen Thayer had the guts and stamina to achieve an

amazing undertaking, all the while writing in flowing prose which had me laughing at times, as well

as cringing at times. I would have given it five stars except for the editing which definitely could have

been better. Still I'd recommend it anyone who loves true-life adventure books.

This book was recommended to me by another reader. What a great book! It was read with only a



short break as it was so engaging. A continuous page turner. I have the ultimate respect for this

woman and dog, and writer.

great tale of adventure and perseverence as well as an interesting look at the great white north

This is a remarkable account of a woman's solo journey on foot (skis) across the arctic wastes,

constantly menaced by polar bears, extreme cold and dangerous ice underfoot. A great adventure. I

was even more amazed by the epilogue, in which she mentions going back over the same terrain

years later with her husband, as well as other crazy adventures, of which I would have liked to have

read about those as well.

Many thoughts about how you your self would react in these different scenarios makes this book

become very personalI too would like to meet this author and try to grasp her inner strength.
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